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T he month of January is in a lot of ways hallmark of all things new and shiny - beginning of the calen-
dar year, return to routine after the holiday season. It is also a time of settling in - winter having peaking and 
now mellowing, getting back into the swing of things in terms of both academics and co-curriculars, as we 
prepare to welcome the advent of spring, having put the glorious festival of Makar Sankranti and its kites and 
colours behind us. 
Here at SLS, we throw ourselves into our endeavours full tilt, participating in University level events like Petro
-cup and the preparations for Flare-14, even as we give academic activities our all, such as the final year 
batch's first draft dissertation presentations, a valuable tool towards exemplary performances at the end. 
It is in the spirit of this attitude of go-getting that our students have been participants at the 3rd National 
Symposium on Forensic Psychology, the 4th Bhartiya Chhatra Sansad, which took place at MIT, Pune and our 
own PDPU Women’s Cell's panel discussion on Gender Reflections in Social Media among the many other 
events that took place this last month. 
We invite you to enjoy the coverage of the above in this issue, and hope you enjoy it as much as we have 
putting it together. 
On another, deeply personal note, we at SLS Mirror are at the close of this, our second volume, which is also 
to be the last complete volume the 2010-14 batch will participate in, making it a bittersweet time for those 
of us on the editorial team close to our departure. 

Message 
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T he 26th of January saw the students of Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University come together to 
celebrate the sixty four years of the Constitution of India. The ceremony began at 9 a.m. with the NCC ca-
dets taking their respective places followed by the Head of Security, Mr. Khan, unfurling the tricolor as the 
students, faculty and the housekeeping staff stood in attention for the National Anthem. 
 
 The NCC cadets then put on a brilliant show as they marched around the cricket ground. Mr. Banik 
addressed the crowd after which Manav Jain, a student, recited a beautiful patriotic poem followed by a 
speech given by a NCC cadet, Aditya. The ceremony then concluded as everybody proceeded to the          
cafeteria. 

  
Arunima Dayanand 

PDPU Celebrates India’s 64th  

Republic Day 
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PDPU Hosts Mr. Mukesh Ambani to  

An Extravaganza of Student Activities 

T he sight of a peacock spreading its vibrant 
feathers is a beautiful and rare sight. We saw our 
University, its campus, the students, excited and full 
of a similar kind of vibrance. The banners of all the 
student clubs waving with the wind, the students 
eager to showcase their interests and presentations, 
the best of projects up on display, the upcoming BA-
JA competition's ATV on display; all this was done for 
one person, Mr. Mukesh Ambani. He undertook this 
visit to our campus on the 24th of January, 2014.  
Mr. Ambani has been closely associated with PDPU 
ever since its inception, always making time for its 
important occasions. This time however, he was in-
vited by the college authorities to view the universi-
ty's atmosphere, its culture and the various activities 
students undertake showcasing the many talents 
they possess. 

The NCC cadets marched with perfect co-ordination, 
a brilliant showcase, welcoming him to this universi-
ty, where the students are involved in each and eve-
rything possible under the sun. Mr. Ambani went 
around the campus visiting the presentations of all 
clubs, including Rang, Sorrisso, Foggaire, Soul Pep-
per, Off Beat, Jharokha, etc., with the students mod-
estly showcasing their talents. In his speech, he apol-
ogized for being late, an event which with his self 
admission seldom takes place. He seemed to be 
highly impressed with the talent of our  students, the 

exuberance of the university and the level it has 
been able to achieve in such a short span of time. He 
complimented the university, the faculty and also 
the students on the success and growth of our uni-
versity. Being on a tight schedule, he left sooner than 
expected, much to the dismayal of the students who 
had worked very hard to prepare performances spe-
cially for him. The students however, were not left 
totally disappointed by his departure as they show-
cased their flair with a reignited spirit and enthusi-
asm, in front of the dignitaries who had accompa-
nied Mr. Ambani, including Mr. D. J. Pandian and, of 
course, the whole of PDPU fraternity. We would like 
to hope that the vigour and colour witnessed with all 
the schools coming together and putting together 
this grand show, comes alive again in every future 
event of our university. The dynamism and the en-
tropy displayed that day, if continued, would compel 
the universe to take note of the energy PDPU hous-
es, and make everyone associated swell with pride.  

Saksham Singh 
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P etroleum University had been one of the 
institutional partners for conducting technical ses-
sion on sub theme ‘Sectoral University: An Innova-
tive Gujarat Model’.  

From School of Liberal Studies, Dr. Nigam Dave, Dr. 
Ritu Sharma, Dr. Chaitanya Vyas, Ms. Uzma Aamir 
played active roles in making the sessions very good 
contribution in the Summit. The team SLS worked 
for selecting and inviting international and national 
speakers, mastering the ceremony, and reporting 
for the technical sessions.  
Following eminent speakers presented their 
knowledge and experience for the technical session 
conducted by Pandit Deendayal Petroleum Universi-
ty at the Summit: 
Prof. P. K. Banik , Director General, PDPU 
Prof. Timothy Coburn, Director, Master of Energy 
Business,  & Professor of Energy and Operations 
Management, Collins College of Business, The Uni-
versity of Tulsa 
Prof. Latha Ramchand, Dean, & Professor, Finance, 
C.T. Bauer College of Business, University of Hou-
ston 
Mr. V. Ravichandran , Senior Vice President – 
Hewlett Packard, HP’s Global Business Services 

Dr. Amit Garg , Faculty IIM-Ahmedabad 
Mr. Jagmohan Sharma, COO, NTAMC Project, 
Powergrid Corpo., Haryana 
Mr. Arpit Christy, Head, Corporate Affairs, Abellon 
Cleanenergy Ltd. 
Dr. H. B. Raghavendra, Director, School of Technolo-
gy, PDPU 
Prof. Diptiranjan Mahapatra, Faculty, Adani Institute 
of Infrastructure Management, Ahmedabad 
Prof. Pramod Kumar Yadav, Faculty , Adani Institute 
of Infrastructure Management, Ahmedabad 
Dr. (Mrs.) S.K. Pandey, Director, NIT Puducherry 
Dr. M. L. Gaur, College of Agricultural Engineering & 
Technology, Godhra 
Dr. S. Vaidhyasubramaniam, Dean, Planning & De-
velopment, SASTRA University, TN 
Dr. Manoj Soni, Vice Chancellor, Dr. Babasaheb 
Ambedkar Open University, Ahmedabad 
Prof. Debi Prasad Mishra, Institute of Rural Manage-
ment of Anand, Gujarat 
Mr. Paresh Vora President Team Lease Skills Univer-
sity 
 
Major focus of this summit were: 

National Educa-
tion Summit in 
partnership with 
various Universi-
ties 
Thematic deliber-
ations 
Providing a 
platform for 
academicians 

and youth for knowledge exchange 
Sharing Best practices and innovations 
Building a roadmap for creating qualitative excel-
lence in Education 
 
Price Waterhouse Cooper was the Knowledge part-
ner and CII was the Organizing partner.  

Vibrant Gujarat National Education  

 Summit 2014 
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INTERACTIVE SESSION ON SOCIAL MEDIA : 

GENDER REFLECTIONS BY WOMEN’S CELL 

O n a Wednesday evening, the 22nd of Janu-
ary, 2014, the Women’s Cell organised a lecture on 
Gender Reflections in Social Media and invited two 
distinguished guests to speak on the subject – name-
ly, Dr. Sonal Pandya, and Ms. Preeti Das. Four stu-
dents from SLS stepped up on the dais first, speaking 
about their views on the topic, and what this topic 
meant to them. The points they raised varied from 
topics as practical as the fact that people find that 
the reaction time is instant in social media, and that 
the person’s self-esteem is immediately affected, for 
better or for worse, to heart-rending stories about 
revenge, humiliation, bullying and suicide. They 
raised points about the fact that awareness about 
the different ways in which information over the in-
ternet can be misused, is lacking, and it is usually the 
females who fall victim to the bad side of the social 
media. They made us realise that it is the job of the 
individual to understand the different ways infor-
mation can be misused, and how to secure it against 
the anonymous, malicious eye. Then, the experts 
spoke, and had every member of the audience en-
raptured with their insight of a concept that they 
had barely skimmed the surface of. They explained 
how women are treated as nothing more than an 
object of beauty, and how their sole purpose is to be 
the self-sacrificing worker. They explained the way 
this stereotypical image of a woman is dominant in 
all social media, leading to all women being treated 
as such, and even expecting to be treated as such. 
They explained the concept of Cyber Rape – a con-

cept that is extremely new, and covers any infringe-
ment of dignity or personal space.  
They opened the eyes of their audience to so many 
avenues that had never yet been glanced at. Even 
their questions, which varied from gender roles and 
the realization about the obsession with marriage, 
proved that the crowd was thinking on completely 
different lines, by the time the hour was up. Truly, it 
was an inspiring period of time for all, men and 
women alike. 

Anamika Devani 
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SLS Students Shine at the 

4th BHARTIYA CHATRA SANSAD 

T he fourth Bhartiya Chhatra Sansad took place at MIT, Pune from the 10th to the 12th of January. 
About 12,000 'chosen' socially and politically active student leaders from all universities of the country par-
ticipated in the three days of intense academic sessions to discuss and deliberate on a wide range of signifi-
cant issues. They were provided with the context, analysis, courage, insight and perspective to dream big-
ger, see clearer and speak louder. The deliberations and dialogue of the conclave were very effective in rais-
ing their consciousness and intellect, so that the youth have an opinion, a point of view and most im-
portantly, a sobering thought about what they will do to make a difference in the nation.  Four of the SLS 13 
students- Malav Patel, Anmol Jain, Jenish Trivedi and Vedant Sharma attended the three day conclave. 
Malav Patel had been selected to give a lecture on the dais which was shared by dignitaries such as Jayapra-
kash Narayan (Social Activist, Founder, Lok Satta Party & MLA, Andhra Pradesh), Prabodh Thaker (Vice Pres-
ident, Indian Merchants' Chamber, Mumbai), and Maulana Rizvi (an Islamic scholar,speaker and an author). 
The conclave was telecasted live on the Rajya Sabha T.V & Doordarshan. It must be a proud moment for the 
School of Liberal Studies as Malav Patel might be one of the Youngest National Student Speaker. The ses-
sion was an enriching one which was endowed with lots of knowledge about the country’s political state 
and lots of interaction among students which provided an opportunity to widen and deepen our interest in 
the field of politics.  

 Vedant Sharma 
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SLS Batch 2013 Undertakes the  

URBAN RENEWAL MISSION INTERNSHIP 

T he 1st year students of School of Liberal 
Studies were all set to step into the heart of Ahmed-
abad city – the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation 
(AMC). Nothing less or better could be of more expo-
sure than the internship with the civic body of the 
eghth largest city in India. 
The students were exposed to various departments, 
functions, projects, events of AMC during this 25 day 
long (December 18, 2013 – January 10, 2014) intern-
ship. Engineering Department, Finance department, 
Health Department were few of the departments 
that the students were introduced to. The experi-
ence also included volunteering at high profile 
events like Khel Mahakumbh, Sabarmati Marathon 
and Kankaria Carnival. 

As for the partial fulfillment of Urban Renewal Mis-
sion Internship with Ahmedabad Municipal Corpora-
tion, students were asked to conduct a survey 
through the medium of forms to get feedback from 
the public about the Kankaria Carnival which was 
held from the 25th of December to the 31st of De-
cember, 2013. While some people were convinced 
easily to fill the forms, few were not. There were also 
a few who asked about it and voluntarily helped the 

students. The students were successful in getting 
more than 5000 forms filled. 
The best part of the carnival was the day when stu-
dents of SLS (PDPU) performed on the stage. It was a 
performance by twenty students but the other stu-
dents were also active participants in motivating and 
cheering for them altogether. Leadership skills, Com-
munication skills, Management skills are few of the 
many lessons grabbed by the students during this 
carnival. 
The most awaited running event for Amdavadis – 
Sabarmati Marathon, attracted around 25,000 par-
ticipants this year. There couldn’t be a better start to 
the year 2014 for the students of School of Liberal 
Studies, PDPU who, as a part of Urban Renewal Mis-
sion Internship with AMC, volunteered at the event. 
The students were briefed by Mr. Soham Shukla, 
Lihaz Sir and Mr. Patil at Usmanpura Office of AMC 
on January 2, 2014. This discussion and orientation 
session energized and filled students with an excite-
ment towards the event due to a jolly, cheerful and 
motivating nature of the three mentors. 
On the 3rd of January, the students were briefed 
about the registration process at the Expo event. The 
students reached the venue – Riverfront, Vallabh 
Sadan at 8 in the morning and began with the regis-
trations of runners for various categories like Full 
Marathon, Half Marathon, Dream Run, Visually Chal-
lenged and Wheelchair. Meanwhile teams of stu-
dents were allotted their spots for the day of mara-
thon and were also sent for site visits. The registra-
tions went on till 7.30 in the evening and the stu-
dents were appreciated by the AMC officers for the 
successful task accomplishment. 
The registrations resumed on the 4th January at the 
same time and this day saw a huge crowd coming up 
as it was a Saturday. The students and AMC worked 
extremely hard to fulfil the expectations of people. It 
was a hectic day that ended at 8 in the evening. 
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 The next day students woke up at 3 a.m. to reach 
their venues by 5 to serve the runners with drinks, 
water, medical aid and route guidance. The students 
were very jovial and boosted the confidence of run-
ners by cheering for them while serving them with 
all kinds of support. The students were on their al-
lotted spots till 12.30 p.m. and then left for Expo 
and had a valedictory conversation with AMC offi-
cials who were quite happy and satisfied by the per-
formance of students. An officer quoted “It’s actual-
ly reverse. Please let me know if you guys or PDPU 
needs me at anytime, I’ll be there.” in reply to a stu-
dent who said “Sir please let us know if we could 
help you in any way in the future.” 

Students also made field visits to Water Pumping 
Stations, Drainage Plants, Sewage and Sewerage 
Plants and also Dump yards situated outside the 
city. The visits also included LG, SCL and VS hospi-
tals. The students were also taken to AMTS Work-
shop and the BRTS Control Room followed by the 
explanation of processes and activities involved at 
these stations. 
The enriching experience during Heritage Walk was 
something which is rare to find. The plethora of 
different cultures – Hinduism, Jainism and Islam, 
within a small periphery of 2 km. was exotic and ex-
quisite. 

This was followed by visits to primary and secondary 
schools and also the fire fighting stations. The stu-
dents were very thrilled to learn various fire-fighting 
techniques and interacting with students at the gov-
ernment-run schools. 
The entire experience of working with AMC helped 
the students to garner a very in-depth sight of "How 
things work in a city” and they shall take back their 
enriching experience as they resume their next se-
mester. 

Anmol Jain  
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First Batch of B.COM (Hons.) completes 

RURAL INTERNSHIP at Kutch 

T hirty students of B.com. began their rural 
internship from the 18th of December at Mundra 
taluka in Kutch, Gujarat. They were accompanied by 
their mentor, Mr.Chaitanya Vyas, to work with the 
Yusuf Meherally Centre (YMC), an NGO headed by 
Mr.Dharmendra Kumar. They were briefed about 
YMC, the work they had to perform and the subse-
quent line of action.  
In the first ten days of 
their rural internship, 
there were field visits ar-
ranged for them to places 
such as Bhadreshwar vil-
lage, Kukadsar village, 
Samudra shala, Kuwai 
paddhar village, Gram 
Panchayat, Agah Khan 
school, Mangra prathmik 
shala, etc . where issues 
related to education, ag-
riculture, corruption and 
their lifestyle were intro-
duced. The students were 
enlightened further 
about these issues through the guest speakers - Mr.  
Ashwin Shah (Journalist, Kutch Express), Mr. Bharat 
Patel (Activist), Mr. Chagan bhai (member of YMC) 
and Mr.Devendrabhai (last name) (teacher in YMC 
hostel). While Mr. Dharmendra Kumar spoke on the 
issues of educating the locals, Mr. Chagan bhai 
talked about the need of women empowerment.  
The students were made to do different activities 
like teaching kids at school, interacting with the 
teachers, etc. They also visited different NGOs such 
as Abhiyaan, Shrujan and Mahalaxmi Park. On Sun-
days, during free time, students went for sight-
seeing at the Vijay Villas palace, Mandvi beach, 
White Rann of Kachchh and the funfiar. On the New 
Year’s eve, Kachchi musicians were called for a show 

and the students celebrated the night by bursting 
crackers, cooking and dancing. 
From the 1st of January, 2014, interns were asked to 
choose a topic of our interest from the field of salt, 
fishermen or Water and Sanitation Management Or-
ganization (WASMO). The fishermen’s group visited 
the Rang Bandars (shores) of Mundra, visited the 
warehouse, cold storages and lighthouse and met 
the head of the fish producing company. They also 
interacted with the fishermen and their family to un-
derstand their problems of scarcity of resources. The 

salt group visited the 
Chamber of Commerce at 
Gandhidham and inter-
acted with its President, 
Mr. Bachu bhai . They al-
so visited the neighboring 
villages for survey.The 
group studying WASMO 
visited the Mundra Gram 
Panchayat, Patri Gram 
Panchayat and Viveka-
nanda Research and 
Training Institute (VRTI), 
Mandvi. They had an in-
teractive sessesion with 
Aju bhai and Joshi bhai, 

Chief coordinators of VRTI.  
The entire group also had a field visit at the Adani 
Port, Mundra where they got to know about the 
working of Adani group and their trading practices, 
charities and their empire. They also had an interac-
tive session with Ms. Sheetal Patel, Manager, Adani 
group followed by lunch. 
When the internship came to an end, the students 
left with a heavy heart taking back home a lot of 
learnings about the pure, beautiful and tough rural 
lifestyle. 

Tanushree Dwivedi 
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SELF-DEFENCE TRAINING PROGRAMME 

FOR GIRLS 

T he Women’s Cell of PDPU and the National Service Scheme jointly organised a self-defence training 
programme for girls from the 28th of January to the 1st of February, 2014. This 5-day programme included 
practical sessions along with a field visit. On the first day of the training programme, the students were tak-
en on a visit to Gujarat Police Academy at Karai. During the field visit, they got acquainted to various types 
of training that is provided to the police sub-inspectors and the varied methodologies and description of 
their one year training at the academy. They also got an opportunity to practice rifle shooting, horse riding 
under special guidance. Apart from this, four practical sessions of various self-defence techniques to be 
practiced in cases of emergencies were conducted in the college campus.  
The entire team would like to thank Mrs. Himani Baxi (SLS, PDPU), Mr. Anil Markana (SPT, PDPU) and Mr. 
Mayur Kotadiya (GPA) for their precious time and for taking up such an amazing initiative. 

Swarali Bhalerao 

O ur collective concepts on human behavior divide it into two cursory parts- ‘good’ behavior and 
‘bad’ behavior. Bad behavior, as we commonly understand, is any act or deed that causes harm, danger or 
dysfunction to an individual, or society.  If it is anti-social, it is a crime! The faculty members and students of 
Psychology department of SLS attended the 3rd National Symposium on Forensic Psychology on the 21st of 
January, recognized as Forensic Psychology Day. Gujarat Forensic Science University organized this symposi-
um, on the theme, ‘Forensic Psychology in India’. Emeritus Prof. Dr. C. R. Mukundan, Director of Institute of 
Behavioral Sciences and the pioneer of the Brain Electrical Oscillations Signature (BEOS) test, graced the 
symposium. Distinguished speakers and experts, from the field of forensic psychology, judiciary and state 
home affairs department, delivered talks on forensic psychology and its judicial implications, psychosocial 
and psychobiological aspects of criminal behavior, and about crimes in India and their forensic investiga-
tions. The four application areas of forensic psychology- Diagnostic, Investigative, Predictive and Correction-
al were introduced to the students. Interesting statistics regarding prisoners in USA and India were com-
pared, and issues of recent interest like juvenile delinquency were discussed. The students not only learned 
about the popularly known Narco test and Lie-detection test but also about the inferential methods used in 
forensic investigations to gather data from abstract clues and equipments aiding forensic investigations like 
Suspect Detection System and Layered Voice Analyzer. The Symposium was an educating experience and 
the students gained valuable exposure to an interesting field that integrates psychology with law. 

Kinjal Gandhi 

Psychology Students Attend the 3rd  

National Symposium on Forensic Psychology 
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Jagriti Yatra: An Indian Odyssey 

Y ash Modi from Batch 2010 was selected for 
the prestigious Jagriti Yatra 2013. He shares his expe-
riences with SLS Mirror.  

 
The Jagriti Yatra is a 
national movement 
started by the the 
Jagriti Sewa 
Sansthan along 
with companies like 
Google, Coca Cola, 
Tata and Rolls 
Royce to inspire 
the Indian youth to 
become social en-
trepreneurs. So, 
here are the num-
bers. We are 450 

energetic young people in the age group of 20-27 
years all put up in 1 special customized train with 18 
bogies to travel 8000 Kms through the Indian sub-
continent for 16 days visiting 12 cities & villages. Be-
lieve me, the numbers don’t even stand for a quarter 
of the kind of energy and magnitude of the entire 
project.  
I had to report at TISS, Mumbai for the inaugural cer-
emony and registration. It was quite a sight, seeing 
450 similar and like-minded people all around. Loads 
of introductions going on, people exchanging visiting 
cards, new friends, discussions, cultural sharing and 
a lot of pictures. The most amazing thing about the 
Yatra were these 450 co-Yatris (as we were called). 
All of whom, had come from far to take the journey 
of a lifetime. Each one had come prepared for the 
hardships, for the differences in opinions and for the 
their individual inner journeys. This made everyone 
open-minded and everyone accepted the other real-
ly fast. There were college students, budding entre-
preneurs, people waiting to give up their MNC job to 

start-up and ones like me; on a journey of self-
discovery and the will to work for the people some-
day.  
After having spent the entire day learning and being 
inducted, we waited at the L.T.T. Kurla station in 
Bombay on Christmas Eve. The station was brimming 
with energy and people roaming around with cakes 
and Santa caps. Each one stood besides 3-4 bags that 
had accompanied them to the City of Dreams. The 
train rode into the station among lots of cheering 
and we were off at 3 A.M. in the night. My home for 
the next 16 days was bogie 9, compartment 6 and 
berth number 42. It was a window seat. I was elated.  
So the window seat was quite a boon. I still cannot 
get over the feeling of waking up each morning to 
discover a new landscape and different colors pass-
ing by. Sometimes there were lush green fields, 
sometimes just barren land, sometimes nothing but 
fog and sometimes coconut grooves. We were sup-
posed to eat, bathe, sleep and study all on the mov-
ing train. The train bath was an experience in itself. It 
was a separate bogie with 20 small curtained cubi-
cles open to air. All we had to do was fill up a bucket 
of chilled water from the tank at 5 A.M. in the morn-
ing, get into one of the cubicles and bathe in the chill 
with chilled air gushing through.  
In each of the 12 cities and villages we were going to 
visit the Yatra had mapped one role model who was 
already a social entrepreneur. We would visit them 
at their workplace and understand in detail the en-
tire model of their enterprise, the story of its for-
mation, the financial model and their future plans. 
So our normal day would begin at 6.30 A.M. with a 
wake up call through loud music playing in the 
speakers all through the train. I would make it a 
point to go bathe before that. Breakfast would be 
served by 7.30 A.M. and we would reach our desti-
nation to deboard around 9 A.M. Following this 
there would be 12 buses which would take us 450 
plus 100 organizers to the place of the role model 
visit. We would all sit and listen as the story of each 
different person unfolded. Taking notes, asking ques-
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tions, disagreeing to points, agreeing to some, 
doubting how such an amazing enterprise was pos-
sible and each one of us would go back on the train 
inspired. We would be back on the train by 7 P.M. in 
the evening and then the train started. After a little 
freshening up and dinner, all 450 of us would gather 
in the 3 A.C. Chair Cars where we would make 
presentations on the role model we visited that day. 
The presentation would be a detailed revision of the 
model and a SWOT Analysis of the same. These 
would help us in reflecting on the day and take 
away the positives. Followed by the lights out time 
at 12 midnight. 
All of these role models were awe-inspiring but I 
would specially like to mention some of my favorites 
and encourage you to read about each of them. 
They were: Anshu Gupta (Goonj, Delhi), Dr. Venka-
taswamy (Aravind Eye Care, Madurai), Bunker Roy 
(Barefoot College, Tiloniya, Ajmer) and Joe Madiath 
(Gram Vikas, Bhrahmpur, Orissa). 
The discussions and conversations on the train were 
inspiring and a great learning. These discussions 
have taught me a lot. They would go on and on until 
2-3 A.M. in the night on topics as varied as spirituali-
ty, politics, science and personal stories. Each Yatri 
on the train had an individual perspective and when 
at each and every berth you face people with varied 
perspectives and opinions, your vision is broadened. 
I learnt that my truth is not the universal truth and I 

learnt how diversely a thing or a topic could be 
looked at. You’re surrounded by so much of positivi-
ty and energy each moment that each night when I 
got into my sleeping bag I would sleep with a smile. 
It was inspiring. It was assuring of the fact that there 
are people who are just as crazy and who are doing 
amazing work. It is not as bad as it looks. India in-
deed is in safe hands.  
Then there was the fun. I carried my derboukka 
along and we had endless Antakshari sessions at 
night. I experienced the best New Year’s party I ever 
have where close to 600 people are dancing to Bol-
lywood songs on a moving train for 3 hours at a 
stretch. There were birthdays celebrated in the 
train. Sometimes to save us from the cold, we would 
smuggle into the pantry at night and beg for hot tea. 
There were dhols playing for us at various stations 
welcoming us to the cities. The food through the 
journey was what kept us going. Fresh, sumptuous 
and aligned with the place we were visiting.  
The journey and experience of residing on a train for 
16 straight days and adjusting to people, conditions 
and weathers cannot be put into few words. It was 
demanding physically and mentally but never has 
one of all 450 of us felt the exhaustion. It was whirl-
wind and filled with a lot of reflection looking out of 
the window as India passed by. I took home a little 
bit of each person I met on the train and each of 
them took back a bit of me. Each of us had two par-
allel journeys going on: the outer journey and more 
importantly the inner journey. I was reminded of 
the ‘Crazy Ones’ Apple ad: “..because the people 
who are crazy enough to change the world are the 
one who do.” 
 
You can know more about the Yatra at: 
www.jagritiyatra.com 
Or contact me at: yashutup@gmail.com  
I would love to share the detailed experience with 
anyone who wishes to know more.  

http://www.jagritiyatra.com
mailto:yashutup@gmail.com
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PDPU Hosts Inter-College  

Sports Festival Petrocup 

P etrocup 2014 that began on January 23, 
2014 was bigger and better than every year and 
came to a closure on January 27, 2014 with words of 
inspiration from dignitaries and sentimental messag-
es from members of the Sports Committee. For five 
days, PDPU was immersed in the festive spirit of 
sports and saw youngsters mingling, making friends, 
cheering and emerging winners. The presence of Shri 
Mukesh Ambani on campus lifted moods as the col-
lege transformed into a bustling amusement park of 
intellect and talent. Close matches were seen to-
wards the end leaving the spectators breathless with 
anxiety and cheering enthusiastically. Petrocup 2014 
covered about fifteen different types of sports along 
with add-on events like darts and dodge ball. It also 
saw international participation in different teams. 
This grand sports fest was a phenomenal success 
which was made possible by a plethora of people 
working behind the scenes day and night for the par-
ticipants – the actors of the show. 
 
Hordes of SLS students also participated in the mega-
event in a plethora of sports and competed with 
sportsmen from forty-four colleges across India, win-
ning laurels for SLS and PDPU! 

Below are participants from SLS: 
Athletics Shraavya Siri (Shotput Gold) 
Chess (Winners) Maurya Kadia 
Cricket (Winners) Jay Raval, Bhaumik Bhagat, Ishaan 
Ganatra 
Football Boys (Runners Up) Mit Patel; Deepak Jha; 
Sameep Choudhary 
Football Girls (Runners Up) Shraavya Siri (Captain); 
Sanjana Mehta (Vice Captain) 
Niharika Agarwal; Ashita Negi; Aashima Agarwal; Kin-
jal Mehta; Sachi Agarwal; Priyanshi Raicha; Gurme-
her Juneja 
Basketball Girls (Winners) Durva Vyas (Captain); 
Nupur Saraswat; Palak Mendiratta; Shreya Rathi; 
Vedika Vyas; Riya Jhavia 

 
Basketball matches pulled the maximum amount of 
crowds with the spectators hooked to their spots 
outside the railing cheering enthusiastically for the 
players. Both- the girls’ and boys’ finals were swift 
and energetic. Football and volleyball finals also 
pulled a large crowd. SLS also ran the editorial team 
of the newsletter – The Half- time Reporter that cov-
ered Petrocup 2014. 

Chaarvi Modi 

SLS Reaches out to Academia 
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SLS Scaling Heights  

S LS Student Riya Shah, from 2011 batch,  performed a one-woman play, Main 
Sakina Bol Rahi Hun, (written by Rahi Masoom Raza) on the 2nd day of the Festival of 
Non-Violence through the Arts at Natarani, directed by veteran Abhinay Banker at Na-
tarani amphitheatre on 31st January, 2014.  
It has got a wide appreciation from the viewers. It has also got coverage in                
Ahmedabad Mirror, DNA, Navgujarat Samachar and other local newspapers. 
Below are the links of coverage: 
DNA India 
Ahmedabad Mirror 

SLS Reaches out to Academia 

D r. Ritu Sharma conducted training session on "Organization Behaviour and Communication" for Mid-
dle level Managers and Engineers of a leading global company in private sector in network security at Ahmeda-
bad  

C hintan Jani, from SLS-2011 batch, has been selected as 
an Outlook model and got an opportunity to do the Ramp-walk in 
Outlook fashion show held on 21st January, 2014 at Town hall. 
The fashion show was for a charity cause for Child Rights. 

http://epaper.dnaindia.com/story.aspx?id=43930&boxid=49909&ed_date=2014-02-02&ed_code=1310009&ed_page=3#.Uu9pwY5lF48.gmail
http://epaper.timesofindia.com/Default/Client.asp?showST=true&Skin=MIRRORNEW&Daily=AMIR&BaseHref=AMIR/2014/02/05&Enter=true
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Ahad Saiyed 

Riya Ramani 

Shailija Shah 

Creati-witty 
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Sites: 
 
www.DailyTech.com – This is an online magazine geared for the well-educated tech audience. It 
features hard hitting and up-to-the-minute tech news. 

http://www.gizmodo.in – This site offers reviews of gadgets, gizmos and cutting-edge consumer 
electronics. It’s closest rival would have to be Crunch gear. Both sites sport almost the same de-
sign. The two cover similar topics but with very different voices.  

Blogs:  
 
techcrunch.com  - TechCrunch is a leading technology media property, dedicated to obsessive-
ly profiling startups, reviewing new Internet products, and breaking tech news. 

www.Wired.com - Get in-depth coverage of current and future trends in technology, and how 
they are shaping business, entertainment, communications, science, politics, and culture at 
Wired.com. 

Apps: 
 
Learnist  -Learnist was one of the startups trying to help people learn online – or, as it de-
scribes itself: "like a collaborative, multimedia and interactive ebook from the future". It pulls in 
content from around the web including YouTube, Wikipedia and Sound Cloud, and sorts it into 
topics. (Android and iOS) 

MixBit -MixBit was a video-sharing app from a couple of YouTube's original co-founders. The 
videos you share are split into up-to-16-second clips, which can be strung together into            
sequences of up to an hour. Simple, slick editing tools come with an emphasis on sharing and 
remixing videos with other users 

SLS Mirror Recommends 

http://www.DailyTech.com
http://www.gizmodo.in
http://techcrunch.com
http://www.Wired.com
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Upcoming Events Upcoming Events 

21st-23rd March, 2014 

 Techno-Cultural Festival of PDPU: Flare 214 

3rd-4th April, 2014  

 SLS National Research Seminar 

Public Diplomacy Lecture 


